Most periodic THz structures need a substrate to support, thus an additional absorption was occurred resulting in a low resonance quality factor. In this paper, a freestanding THz metal structure consisting of metallic wire woven meshes (MWWM) is proposed and demonstrated. Experimental and numerical results exhibit that this metallic wire woven mesh is considered as one kind of THz plasmonic structure with a sharp resonance dip. The investigation expresses that the spectral-dip with high power-distinction ratio comes from the bending metal wire, referred to as Fano-like resonances, and the resonance field longitudinally covers the input and output end faces due to the woven wires, thereby having the large field volume for the near-field sensing applications.
Introduction
Terahertz waves (0.1-10 THz) have been explored to wide practical applications, such as imaging, sensing, and spectroscopy, due to its unique properties of non-ionization and low photon energy (4.1 meV at 1 THz) [1] [2] . Many molecules show the molecular vibrational and rotational modes of polar in THz regions, making THz spectroscopy an ideal tool for biological sensing [2] . However, most THz waves systems are based on the bulky free-space-optics, which need precise alignment and servicing, thus restricting the widely used [3] . The use of THz waves is also hindered by its long wavelength in contrast to the size of the sample to be characterized [4] . In other words, a mismatch between THz photons and sensed targets size exists.
Plasmonic structures have been proved that they could overcome some of these challenges because of their enhanced field and high confinement [5] . Terahertz (THz) plasmonic structures with surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on the basis of periodic structures have been investigated frequently in past decades [6] [7] [8] [9] . Owing to the SPPs, electromagnetic waves are efficiently trapped at the metal edges through the interaction with the free electrons of the metallic surfaces [10] [11] [12] . In recently, several THz plasmonic structures with different surface metallic patterns have been demonstrated, where strongly localized fields are concentrated on the metal surface [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Metal grooves array [22] , metal grating [23] , and rectangular blind holes [24] are typical structures have been reported recently. However, these structures are limited in the THz sensing applications because they need a bulky prism or another additional coupler to excite SPPs. One approach has been proposed is to use metamaterials for THz sensing. The metamaterials are composed of subwavelength periodic metallic resonators in which the localized fields are strongly enhanced. Metamaterials such as asymmetric split ring resonator (ASR) [18] [19] , C-shaped resonator [20] and corrugated metallic disk (CMD) [21] , by broken the structure symmetry, sharp Fano-like resonance with high quality (Q) factors can be realized. These metamaterials need dielectric substrates to sustain, thus results in additional material absorptions.
Free-standing metal hole array with induced Fano-like resonance under oblique wave incidences are used for DNA molecules detection [16] [17] . The induced SPPs field on mesh surface is weak and not suitable for sensitivity sensor designing. To enhance the SPPs field, double-layer metal hole arrays have been investigated. The enhanced localized SPPs field is confined inside the gap between two layers [25, 26] . Unfortunately, the field enhancement is not easy to manipulate, and the double-layers metal hole array suffers from the high loss. In addition, two-layered metal hole arrays are not compact size and difficult to be controlled precisely. Therefore, a two-layered mechanically self-supporting metal structure is highly requested. The self-support structure of woven-steel-mesh has been investigated due to its properties of flexible designing, deformable and potentially inexpensive [27] [28] . Abnormal group velocities with 88% high-power transmission can be achieved by the woven-steel-mesh in the sub-1 THz regime. The THz spectroscopic analysis on the meshes is revealed, but the modal properties induced by the mesh structure is still unknown. Therefore, the investigation of a free-standing metallic woven mesh with sharp spectral and flexible properties is highly desirable in THz sensing.
In this work, a periodic metal structure consisting of metallic wire woven meshes (MWWM) with sharp resonance dip at THz frequencies is investigated experimentally and numerically [29] . The structural unit of the woven metal wire is critical to perform sharp resonance modes due to its asymmetry, which is compared with the symmetry of metal-hole-array. To further understand the origins of sharp resonance dips, the double-layer woven mesh is simplified to a single-layer metal wire. Numerical results demonstrate that the sharp dip originates from the bending metal wire. The resonance frequency, bandwidth, and quality of sharp dips can be modulated by changing the bending factor of metal wire. High Q-factor resonance is thus optimized via the dimensions of the wire bending section and realized to confine a large volume of resonance field. The resonance field longitudinally covers the input and output end faces due to the woven wires, thereby having the large field volume for the near-field sensing applications. Figure 1 schematically plots the portion (2×2 cells) of the 3D structure of metallic wire woven meshes (MWWM) with the square holes, constructed by vertical across layers of periodic metal wires. The experimental sample is made by nickel material (or copper), the microscopic photograph shows in Fig. 1 . In simulation, the cells along X-and Y-axes are infinitely and periodically extended. The perfectly matched layers (PML) with 64 layers are occupied along the Z-axis of MWWM. For FDTD simulation, materials of mesh assumed to be perfect electric conductors (PEC). A plane wave is incident into the mesh structure in FDTD, which is approximate to the parallel beam with a size of 5 mm in the experiment. The electric field of the input transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) waves are perpendicular to the Y-and X-axis, respectively. The fraction of open area for mesh is 42.5%, which calculated by = 2√3 ( ) 2 [30], where w and Λ are the air hole size and half-period of one unit cell, respectively. Different from the thin-film metamaterial [18] [19] [20] [21] , the MWWM structure is mechanically self-supporting and without a substrate, thus opening important degrees of freedom to the design of multi-layer stacked metamaterials, waveguides, antennas, etc. The measurement and simulated structural parameters are shown in the table in Fig. 1 . The sample's parameter in X and Y direction is little different (Λ ≠ Λ ), it means that the hole shape of meshes is not a square. In order to simplify the simulation model, Λ = Λ is set in the 3D-FDTD simulation. The experimental results measured by the THz-TDS are shown in Fig. 2 , where the simulation results calculated by FDTD are in good agreement. In order to compare the spectral performances of meshes, the spectral power of experimental results has been normalized. As shown in Figs. 2 (a-e), obvious sharp dips with distinctly low transmittance can be observed in the transmission spectra. However, in previous works [27-28], the sharp dips cannot find in the transmission spectra of the same meshes. The main reason maybe comes from the THz beam size in the experiment. For example, the parallel beam with a size of 10 mm is used for this measurement, while a focused beam with a smaller size maybe is used in the previous work [27] . The measured dip frequencies are 1.05, 0.64, 0.534, 0.35, and 0.357 THz, respectively, for the 0.163, 0.254, 0.304, 0.460, and 0.42 mm-Λ meshes. The little discrepancy between experimental and numerical results comes from the asymmetric holes in meshes and rough samples. The relation between the sharp dip frequency and hole width, porosity is depicted in Fig. 2 (f). As the hole width increasing, the sharp dip shifts to lower frequencies. The sharp dip frequency is proportional to the mesh hole width, as shown (the black symbol line) in Fig. 2 (f). However, due to the different wire diameters in these meshes, the relation between the mesh porosity and dip frequencies is difficult to figure out. (f) The relation between the mesh hole width, the porosity, and the sharp dip frequencies. Figure 3 gives the relation between dip wavelength and the structural parameters, such as the period (Λ) and hole width (w). Apparently, the dip wavelength shifts to longer wavelength as the period and hole width increases. It suggests that the resonance dip is indeed sensitive to the structural parameter changes. The linear fit line of dip wavelength and the period is shown in Fig. 3 (a) . With the increasing mesh period, dip wavelength shifts to longer wavelengths. The data is well fitted to the linear equation = 1.848 * Λ, where the adjusted coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is 0.999. The relation between the dip wavelength and hole width (w) displayed in Fig. 3 (b) . Generally, the increasing hole width causes the dip wavelength shifts to longer wavelengths. The data is fit by the equation = 2.629 * , where R 2 is 0.992. The resonance frequency shifts trend agrees well with that of metal hole array investigated in previous works, where the mesh hole width plays a critical role [15] [16] . To further know the reason of sharp dips, 3D-FDTD method is used to compare the transmittance spectra between the metallic wire woven mesh (MWWM) and planar metal hole array (MHA) with the same metal wire diameter (D) and hole width of 0.08 and 0.174 mm, respectively, results are shown in Fig. 4 . For the MHA, the transmittance peak is located at 1.0 THz, the resonance wavelength is nearly two times to the structural hole width (0.174 mm). The spectral peak transmittance is thus correlated to across field resonance in X-or Y-axis inside the hole. When THz wavelength is too long or short, respectively, at the low-and highfrequency ranges aside the 0.8 THz, the transmittance obviously decays. The frequency of surface-confined field (surface plasmon polaritons, SPPs) on the MHA is mainly determined by the hole width but its SPPs field is not so sensitive to be used in sensing applications [15] [16] .
Results and discussion
For the MWWM structure, one obvious spectral dip is observed at 0.63 THz in the transmission spectrum. This sharp dip with near completely blocking propagation can be excited by TM and TE waves, which is resulted from the metallic bending wires, resembling the origin of Fano-like resonances. Fano resonance indicates that a discrete bound state is coupled to a continue state [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The insets in Fig. 4 illustrate the calculated the Z-axial distribution of electric fields (Ez) at 0.56, 0.63 and 0.70 THz, respectively, representing the waves at the rejection band, resonance spectral dip, and high transmission band. The field patterns exhibit opposite dipolar plasmonic modes on the metal-air interfaces with the accumulated fields at the metal wire surfaces. The high intensity of the electric field is strongly localized at the wire edge and decays gradually along the z-direction away from the mesh/air interface, which can also be regarded as SPPs fields. The fields of rejection/transmission band are located only at input/output end-face, but 0.63 THz resonance field is located at both endfaces, resulting in a very high power-distinction ratio with the spectral peak about 1000. The field coupling effect between top and bottom-face of metal wire can be controlled by wire diameter. Thus, the wire diameter is a critical parameter to the spectral dip in this MWWM structure. The strong confinement of SPPs modes associated with the sharp resonance dips makes the MWWM suitable as a THz sensor. The phase ϕ can be understood as the consequence of the strong coupling in the metal structures. Fig. 5 (a) shows the phase of air space, metallic wire woven meshes, and planar metal hole arrays, respectively. A sharp phase change for MWWM at the frequency of 0.63 THz can be observed. Compared with planar metal hole arrays, there is a 0.47π phase shift ϕ for the MWWM. It is important to note that the phase of MWWM larger than that of air space in the frequency range of 0.1 to 1.0 THz. Therefore, we calculated the effective refractive index of MWWM by n=(λ /2πt) +1, where t is the thickness, the result is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . A sharp dip occurs at the resonance frequency of 0.63 THz. In the frequency range of 0.1-1.0 THz, the effective refractive index of MWWM is lower than 1, indicating that the phase velocity of the light in the MWWM is faster than the speed of light, which is agree well with the reference of [27]. From Fig. 5 , it can be obtained that the resonance dip originates from the strong coupling between EM waves and metallic wire woven meshes, resulting in a sharp change in the phase, transmission spectrum and effective refractive index. To characterize the structural parameters dependence better, the transmission spectra with various mesh half periods and wire diameters are calculated and depicted in Fig. 6 . With the increasing period, the resonance dip shifts to lower frequencies, while other parameters kept as a fixed value, results are shown in Fig. 6 (a) . The resonance dip wavelength is mainly dominated by the hole width, the equation can be expressed as λ~2nw, where n and w are the refractive index and hole width, respectively [35] [36] . The sharp resonance dip linewidth becomes smaller with the increasing period. Therefore, the frequency and bandwidth of resonance dips can be critically controlled by the period of MWWM. The contour map of MWWM with various Λ is shown in Fig. 6 (b) . Results demonstrate that the larger period resulted in narrower resonance dips.
Fig. 6 Transmission spectra of MWWM with various periods (a) and the contour map (b). Transmission
spectra of MWWM with various diameters (c), the relation between the wire diameter, resonance dip frequency, and low resonance peak transmittance (d).
The wire diameter is a critical parameter to control this resonance dip in this MWWM structure. In order to study the wire diameter-dependence of geometrical structures on the dip, the wire diameter D is varied, while the period is fixed as 0.254 mm, the results are shown in Fig. 6 (c-d) . When the diameter of the metallic wire equals to 0.04 mm, the resonance dip exhibits a narrow linewidth with a Q-factor of 72. With the increasing wire diameter, from 0.04 mm to 0.12 mm, the linewidth of dips becomes larger and the Q-factor reduces from 72 to 23. In addition, the transmittance of low resonance peak is also dissipated obviously with the increased wire diameter. The reduced transmitted magnitude results from the low coupling efficiency of SPPs between the input face and output face of MWWM. When the wire diameter is large enough, the SPPs on both sides show a weak coupling effect. It is valuable to note that the wire diameter has an obvious effect on the resonance dip and high passband because the alter of diameter changes the effective plasma frequency of MWWM [27, 37] .
In order to better understand the mechanism of induced Fano-like resonance in MWWM, we simplify the woven mesh to metallic wire array with bending and without bending (the period is 0.254 mm, diameter is 0.08 mm) for transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) mode, the simulation spectral shows in Fig. 7 . And the TM polarization of the input and TE polarization waves is perpendicular and parallel to the wire array, respectively. The metallic wire arrays with subwavelength slit have been studied in previous works [27] . Apparent to see, a sharp dip is not found in the bending wire array for TM polarization. Comparison with metallic wire array, bending wire array realize a sharp dip with nearly zero transmittance at about 0.534 THz for TE mode. It is clear that bending wire array exhibits sharp Fano-like resonance under TE mode incidence. The leading Fano-like resonance comes from the continuum spectrum interacts with bending wire through an interference effect constructively or destructively. Furthermore, the high passband has been extended, the frequency ranges from 0.59 THz to 0.85 THz. It is valuable to note that the bending effect accelerates mesh application with compact size in 3D spatial. What is more, this bending effect also can be used for 2D metasurface design with Fano-like resonance and miniature size. In this section, we analyze the response of Fano-like resonance with varies bending factor in single layer metallic wire, the results show in Fig. 8 . The bent wires with 0.08 mm diameters are defined from various bending factors as, N*dia., where dia. is the metal-wire diameter. As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 8 (c) , the Z-axial space above the X-Y plane surface can be represented by the bending factor. In Fig. 8 (a) , compared to metal wire without bending, the spectral of bending wire with bending factor of 1.00*dia. realizes one dip at the frequency of 0.534 THz and 0.864 THz under TE mode wave incidence at the arrange from 0.1 to 0.9 THz, respectively. With the bending factor increasing from 0.25*dia. to 1.00*dia., the Fano-like resonance frequency at 0.534 THz redshifts with Δf=0.051 THz. Fig. 8(b) shows the contour map of the transmittance spectra for the single wire structures with wire diameter 0.08 mm and varying bending factor from 0.0*dia. to 1.00*dia. One can see that, when the bending factor is large than 0.0*dia., there is one obvious dip in the frequency range from 0.1 THz to 0.8 THz. Except for the redshift effect, the bandwidth of the field resonance around 0.534 THz also decreases with the decrease of bending factor, corresponding to the enhancement of the resonance Q factor. The performance trend of Q factor versus the bending-factor variation is summarized in Fig. 8 (c) . The Q-factor can be calculated by equations of f0/Δf, where f0 and f is resonance frequency at the dip and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM = Δf = f2 -f1) bandwidth, respectively. The investigation shows the highest Q-factor about 160 can be achieved when the bending factor is down to 0.25*dia. The bent metal-wires are therefore critical to perform the spectral dip, and different bent levels formed as various 3D structures can modulate the spectral range of field resonance.
The surface field distribution on the metal wires is also calculated and presented in Fig. 8  (d) . For the resonance waves at 0.534 and 0.864 THz, the field is strongly localized at the bending sections aside the structural tips. Contrarily, those fields at the tips section are considerably weak. Comparing to the field distribution of the single wire without bending under TE wave incidence, the single-layer metallic bending wire realizes a 3D spatial electric field enhancement. Fig. 8 . The spectral of single-layer of uniform bending wire (a). The contour map of the transmittance spectra for the single wire structures with various bending factor (b). The Q-factor of uniform bending wire at the low resonance dips (c). The 3D electric field distribution of bending wires at the frequencies of 0.534 THz and 0.864 THz, respectively (d).
As discussed in previous sections, the coupling between the SPPs mode and EM waves results in an enhanced field on the metal/air interface. In this section, we will study the modal field distribution of metallic wire woven meshes (MWWM). We simulated the electric field distribution at the frequencies of 0.56 THz, 0.63 THz and 0.7 THz in X-Y (Z=0 mm) and Z-X cut plane (Y=0 mm), respectively, representing the waves at the rejection band, resonance spectral dip and high transmission band, results are depicted in Fig. 9 (a) . A strong SPPs field at 0.56 THz is located at the center of the woven mesh in X and Y directions. However, for the resonance dip at 0.63 THz, the localized electric field only distributes in the Y direction. Consider the phase sudden change at the resonance dip (see Fig.  5 (a) ), the reflective waves have an opposite phase with that of incident waves, the interference between incident and reflective waves causes a strong localized field at the top and bottom faces of meshes. For 0.7 THz, the woven mesh exhibits a transparent property (extraordinary optical transmission, EOT) to THz wave because of spoof SPPs. The induced field is strongly confined inside the mesh cavities. Fig. 9 (b) shows the electric field distribution in the Z-X cut plane at these frequencies. Due to the low transmittance, there is a little power pass through MWWM at 0.56 THz. For the resonance dip at 0.63 THz, the woven mesh completely blocks the 0.6 THz waves pass-through. Thus, this mesh can be used for frequency filters [27] . What is more, at 0.63 THz, a strong electric field is located at the top and bottom of meshes. Extraordinary optical transmission occurs at the high frequency of 0.7 THz, and the electric fields are primarily confined inside the mesh cavities, as shown in Figs. 9 (a) and (b). Applications of near field imaging and optical sensors based on plasmonic structures arouse many research attentions because of the enhanced localized SPPs field [38] [39] . The enhanced SPPs field is sensitive to the surrounding environment changes. The MWWM is considered as a plasmonic structure, which is a promising device for THz sensing. Therefore, in this section, the near field distribution of MWWM at some frequencies is investigated. The near field distribution of MWWM at 0.56 THz, 0.63 THz and 0.7 THz are respectively shown in Fig. 10 (the inset figures). The grey area in Fig. 10 is the region of metal wires, where the electric field is zero because the metal of meshes is a perfect electron conductor (PEC) in simulation. Obviously, the enhanced fields locate at the surface of metal wires and decay in the direction away from the metal surface. The enhanced fields can be observed at these frequencies. The field enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of the metal surface and incident fields [40-41]. For 0.56 THz, the maximum enhanced field is confined at the top face of metal wires, where the enhancement factor is about 3. It means that the SPPs field on the metal surface is three times larger than the incident fields (10000 V/m in simulation). The maximum field enhancement factor can be observed at 0.63 THz. At 0.63 THz, the remarkable field enhancements of 8.5 relatives to the incident field are achieved (the field peak at Z=0.04 mm, the metal wire diameter is 0.08 mm). The field decay length (1/e) is about 0.04 mm, corresponds to λ/12, which realizes a high accuracy for THz near field imaging [38] . Compared with the frequencies of 0.56 and 0.63 THz, 0.7 THz waves realize an enhancement factor of ~2.8. As shown in Fig. 10 (c) , we can find that the THz fields are mainly confined inside the mesh cavities. Figure 11 shows the power density distribution and energy flow at the center of MWWM in the Z-Y cut plane. Frequencies of 0.56, 0.63, and 0.70 THz are selected as examples to investigate, corresponding to the rejection band, resonance spectral dip and transmission band, respectively. The modal patterns at various frequencies demonstrate that the maximum fields locate at the metal wire edges because of evanescent modes. For 0.70 THz, a high energy density is located in the cavity of meshes because of the extraordinary optical transmission. Due to the low pass power, a loose power density can be observed at 0.56 and 0.63 THz. The power vector distributions are shown in Fig. 11 (b) . A phenomenon of circumfluence-like energy flows can be found in the mesh cavity. Due to the bending effect, this circumfluencelike flow direction is out-phase in neighboring cavities. The energy flow patterns of 0.7 THz are opposite to that of 0.56 THz and 0.63 THz. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, free-standing metallic wire woven meshes (MWWM) are investigated in THz frequencies. The MWWM is mechanically self-supporting and without a substrate, thus no need considers the additional material absorption from substrates. The investigation expresses that a sharp Fano-like resonance dip with a high power-distinction ratio can be induced by the MWWM in contrast to the metal hole array. In order to know the origin of resonance dips, the woven mesh is split to sing-layer metal bent wire arrays. Because of the bending effect in bent wire arrays, a sharp resonance dip is induced by the TE mode. By tuning the bending factor, the field enhancement, mode confinement, and quality factor of resonance dip can be manipulated. The resonance field volume is possible to be enlarged more than that on the MHA, which is important for sensing detection. For 0.254 mm-Λ MWWM, the resonance dip at 0.63 THz results in an enhanced field with an enhancement factor of 8.5. The maximum field decay length (1/e) is about 0.04 mm, corresponding to λ/12. The field longitudinally covers the input and output end faces of woven mesh, thereby having a large field volume. The investigation therefore reveals that MWWM improves the surface field of MHA for the THz wave sensing applications. Because of the sharp spectra and substrate-free properties, metallic wire woven meshes are suitable as a THz sensing device to detect the material such as solid, liquid and gas.
